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lewis Hi-Energy Fuel Combos to be Used in Soturn Upper Stoges

The night configuration of the giant three-stage Saturn C-l rocket is seen in the Fab
rication and Assembly Engineering Division at the George C. Marshall Space Flight Genter.
Dwarfed by the 180-foot C-l are a Juno II rocket (left rear) and a Mercury-Redstone
rocket (front foreground).

The C-l (first version of the Saturn rocket) is composed of an 5-1 first stage or booster
(rear), powered by eight Rocketdyne H-l engines having a thrust of 1.5 million pounds.
followed by a dUTmny S-IV second stage and a dummy S-V third stage.

The "live" S-IV for laler flights. under developtnent by Douglas Aircraft Co" will be
powered by four Pratt and Whitney LR-1l9 engines having 17.5 thousand pounds thrust each.
The live S-V, under development by Convair Division of General Dynamics Corp., will use
two LR-ll9 engines. With all three stages live. the C-l will be capable of placing 19.000
pounds into 300-mile earth orbit, sending 5.000 pounds to escape velocity, or lofting 2,500
pounds to Mars or Venus. The second version of Saturn, C-2, would double these capabilities.

The first flight. scheduled late this year, will employ a live S-l with dummy upper stages.

ECHO STUDY UNDERWAY

A contract for the design, development, fabrication. and testing of rigidized inflatable
spheres for the passive communication satellite program Project Echo, was awarded
the G. T. Schjeldahl Company in Minnesota.

The spheres are to be fabricated of laminated aluminum foil .20 m>l thick on each
side of a layer of Mylar plastic .35 mil thick. Each rigidized sphere will be 135 feet in
diameter and weigh approximately 500 pounds. Unlike the Echo I satellite, the heavier
rigid structure is expected to remain spherical without internal pressure.

For maintaining thermal balance of the sphere within electronic operating conditions
when orbiting in direct sunlight, the satellite "skin" will have a thin, uniform coating of
black paint on the inside and a dotted coating of white on the outside. The white surface
will reflect excessive heat, while the black inner surface will distribute heat to maintain
uniformity in temperature throughout the satellite's interior.

The first rigidized Echo passive communication satellite will be launched in a 700
mile orbit from the Pacific Missile Range with a Thor Agena B vehicle during 1962.

Orbit:  March 10. 1961




